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WebFormZ Styles  
 

Summary of Features 
 

WebFormZ provides an ability to style the questions that are shown on a form and RiSE provides a 

capability to generally style the iMIS website. The key to using styles is to have some understanding 

of CSS and an ability to experiment. 

If you want to change the master style of the iMIS “Public” web site, you can do this within RiSE and 

the instructions on how to do this are beyond the scope of this document. The only advice we wish 

to give in this area is to take a copy of the standard ASI style and then use the copy and/or add over-

ride styles within a separate master style sheet. In this way you can revert, will be able to trace what 

you have done and/or keep the changes separate and easily identifiable. 

You can find the ASI documentation on this subject Here. 

Where to use styles in WebFormZ 
 

The place to find the master styles for forms is under setup: choose “form style”. Here you will see a 

list of all the master styles available and in the current version there are just over 300 defined styles. 

 

 

http://docs.imis.com/15.2/#!integratinghandbuiltmasterpagesandthemeswithwcm.htm
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There are 4 entries in the style table for each “style” and we have defined 9 variants of most of the 

question styles each of the variants being the same base style with the form position of the field 

changed. 

Styles go from 1 to 9 for each type of question and there are some additional styles for pages, 

sections and multi-instance panels. 

 

 Take as an example the above style. The “1-XXX” denotes that the position of the left hand of the 

question field starts close to the end of the label text. There are 8 styles defined and this denotes 

separation of styling capability between each “build engine” and between regular styling and 

“mandatory” styling.  

 

Creating a custom style 
Creating your own style would normally involve creating 8 styles, one for each build engine and one 

for regular and one for mandatory. In this example below we have created some new styles. 

 

 

Build Engine 

StyleName 

 
StyleNameRequred 

 
iMIS Staff 

 
iMIS Admin 

 
iMIS Word 

 
RiSE 
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The styles need to be created so that they adopt the naming convention used in the style manager 

generally. 

Remember to edit the StyleNameRequired style for “Mandatory” fields but in the question you do 
not need to specify the “Required” ending 

 
 

Creating a custom background colour 
Let us say we want one field on a form to have a green background and the other fields to be 

regular. What is needed is to add some new styles. In this case we have added 8 but if you know the 

field will only have a mandatory value like this example, there is a case for saying that only 4 are 

required with a StyleNameRequired tag one for each build engine. 

There is plenty of information online about CSS and this is not intended to be a CSS tutorial. If you 

want some hints take a look here. 

 

 

http://www.w3schools.com/css/
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How does this get applied in WebFormZ? 
Here is a style we have created for a check box set called NFRNcheckset we will use it to implement 
the custom background colour 

 

 

 

Start by making the Style Name, Description and CSS name consistent as we have done. 

The CSS for this is: 

.WFZNFRNcheckset  {background-color:#B4AACC !important;}   

.WFZNFRNcheckset label  { text-align: left !important; font-weight: 900 !important; width:50% !important; 

background-color:#B4AACC !important; }   

.WFZNFRNcheckset SPAN label{ font-weight: normal !important; }   

.WFZNFRNcheckset DIV + .PanelFieldValue {width:45% !important; }  

.WFZ3XSmallCheckBoxSetValue {width:45% !important; }   

.WFZ3XSmallCheckBoxSetValue label { display: inline-block; float: none !important; width: 88% !important; 

font-weight: 100; margin: 0 !important; padding: 0 10px !important; line-height: 1.2em; } 

.WFZ3XSmallCheckBoxSetValue input[type=checkbox] { float: none !important; margin: 0 0 0 0; clear:left; }   
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.WFZ3XSmallCheckBoxSetValue SPAN { width: 100% !important}   

.WFZ3XSmallCheckBoxSetValue SPAN label {  width:40% !important } 

The code we added for this customisation is highlighed. We placed a background color on the panel 

and on the label and we used the !important flag after each change to ensure that CSS processed 

this last so it would definitely show on the page. 
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WebFormZ – Setup – Form Style 
This is a typical checkbox set created in WebFormZ – 

 

 

The rendered HTML for a check set looks like this – 

 

<div id="" class="PanelField WFZ4SmallCheckBoxSet WebFormZRow Left"> 

<div style="display:inline"> 

 <label id=""> 

  Have you earned the following ManageFirst Certificates? 

</label>  

</div> 

<div id="" class="PanelFieldValue  

WFZ4SmallCheckBoxSetValue AutoWidth"> 

 <span id="" class="CheckBoxList"> 

  <input id="" type="checkbox" name="" checked="checked"> 

  <label for="">Managerial Accounting</label> 

  <br> 

  <input id="" type="checkbox" name="" checked="checked"> 

  <label for="">Hospitality Restaurant Management</label> 

 </span> 

</div> 

</div> 
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The following diagram explains where / and how the styles are applied 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following is an explanation for the main style selectors  

 

.WFZ4SmallCheckBoxSet is the main container for both question label and form control.  

.WFZ4SmallCheckBoxSet { }   

.WFZ4SmallCheckBoxSet label target the question label. In this case - Have you earned the 

following ManageFirst Certificates? 

.WFZ4SmallCheckBoxSet label { text-align: left; font-weight: bold 

!important; width:40% !important; margin-left : 4px; }   

 

.WFZ4SmallCheckBoxSetValue is an outer container for the checkbox set. Here the style is 

occupying 55% of available page width. 

. WFZ4SmallCheckBoxSetValue { width: 55% !important; } 

.WFZ4SmallCheckBoxSetValue SPAN is an inner container for the checkbox set. The span will now 

occupy 100% of the available area. 

.WFZ4SmallCheckBoxSetValue SPAN { width: 100% !important }   

.WFZ4SmallCheckBoxSetValue SPAN label is a style for the checkbox label 

.WFZ4SmallCheckBoxSet 

.WFZ4SmallCheckBoxSet 

label 

 

Have you earned the 

following ManageFirst 

Certificates? 

.WFZ4SmallCheckBoxSetValue 

.WFZ4SmallCheckBoxSetValue SPAN 

. WFZ4-Small-

CheckBoxSet-Value 

input[type=checkbox] 

 
 

.WFZ4-Small-

CheckBoxSet-Value 

label 

Managerial Accounting 

. WFZ4-Small-

CheckBoxSet-Value 

input[type=checkbox] 

 
 

.WFZ4-Small-

CheckBoxSet-Value 

label 

Hospitality and Restaurant 
Marketing 
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.WFZ4SmallCheckBoxSetValue SPAN label { display: block; float: left 

!important; width:40% !important; margin: 1px !important; line-

height: 1.3em; } 

  .WFZ4SmallCheckBoxSetValue input[type=checkbox] is a style checkbox style 

.WFZ4SmallCheckBoxSetValue input[type=checkbox] { display: block; 

float: left !important; margin: 1px 0 2px 0; width: auto; }   

 

Question Type is set to the appropriate type in this case “Check Box Set” and engine type is set to 

RiSE. 

Template type is an advanced feature that you may want to use or may not. If in doubt set this to 

default but if you want to use it you have the ability to keep apart many sets of styles by template 

type.This feature may become more important and better developed in future releases) Look under 

setup/form setup/form template types for further information. 

 

Mandatory Fields 
If you want to create a style for a question type that has mandatory entry, then the setup is slightly 

more involved. The first thing to remember is that in the question itself you flag the field as 

mandatory but the CSS style to select is the regular name (the system will automatically choose the 

“Required” version. 
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In this example the CSS name should be NFRNChecksetRequired but the CSS to be chosen in the 

question will be “NFRNCheckset” Also note that in the CSS code you need to prefix the style name 

with .WFZ for it to be interpreted as a WebFormZ style. 

 
How is the final page rendered in RiSE? 

 

In order to take the style we have just 

created and make it part of the form 

we wish to change the background of 

we much first go into the style tab 

within the form and click add new 

style, you may then search for your 

specific styles and filter by question 

type to find the ones you have 

created, you must then tick the boxes 

for the styles you wish to add and click 

save, these styles will now feature in 

the form specific style library 
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Now you can move to the question tab and open up the desired question it should be a check box 

set for the purposes of this tutorial, go to the “Style Info” section and select class. You will find a 

drop down list as seen below; you should find your style at the very bottom. Simply select your style, 

save the question and rebuild the form. The form should now be edited with your style 

specifications affecting the background colour. 
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This screen shot shows how the finished style is rendered. We have flagged the question as 

mandatory and ensured the CSS is set to NFRNCheckset. In this way the background color has been 

set. We could have set a different color for each build engine and for mandatory and non mandatory 

if needed. 

 

 

 

Using Row Styles 
WebFormZ also has the ability to impose form line styles: 

 

These styles are set and edited generally in the style manager and like other styles you can create 

your own if needed. 

There are separate row styles for RiSE and for staff view. There are three styles, Regular Row, 

Alternative Row and Background. 

To select these styles on a form by form basis use the optiond that are avilable in the form setup. 
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Here you can see the form setup and in the Style tab you can select the template (normally set at 

default), and also the background color, the regular row color and the alternative row color. 
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Form Structure 
Each form can contain a number of elements: 

 Pages 

 Sections 

 Multi-instance Panel 

 Questions 

Over time there will be additional question types and additional more specialist panel types. 

Pages 
Forms can be single or multiple page and there is no limit to the number of pages. Pages can also be 

swapped in and out of the workflow as a result of of the rule choices that a user makes. 

A page is defined using the Question Type – Page Break: 

 

Any fields after the Page break and before another page break will be rendered onto the page. 
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Sections 
There can be a single or many sections rendered onto a page and a section can contain one or many 

questions (fields). 

Sections can be hidden or visible, enabled or disabled via Question Rules. 

 

All questions that are in the question list below a section are visible in that section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When the form is rendered in WCM the section is rendered (in yellow highlight). In this case there is 

a field at the top of the page that has a question rule attached to it and the question rule is set to 

display the section and the fields within it. 
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Multi-Instance Panel 
There can be any number of multi-instance panels (these are covered by a separate guide) and 

panels can be on pages or within sections. 
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Having defined the multi-instance panel you will need to then add a number of multi-instance 

questions (there is separate documentation for this) 

 

This is how the MI form is rendered out to RiSE 
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Form Interface 
 

The form interface that is rendered by the form builder is different between the staff view and the 

web view. In the sftaff view there is a tabbed interface that contains the visible page tabs (according 

to rules) and also staff guidelines and T&C where used. 

 

In the RiSE form there is a difference navigation rendered. 

 

The user can Next and Previous through the form or navigate direct to a page.  

 

The list of pages is dynamically maintained via rules. 
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Changing Terminology in the RiSE interface 
One of the most common changes that you might want to make is to change the default name for 

the first page of a form and to change the words “contact info” on each page of the RiSE form 

rendering.  

To do this, please use the “Definition”/”Applicant Prompts” menu in the form builder. 

 

 

To see how these two fields are rendered, you can see below how these custom prompts change. 

The other fields on this page can be extended and changed too.  
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In the staff interface the “Default Page Type” is used as the name of the tab, so be sure not to make 

this too long. 

 

 

 

 


